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COMPILATION: AP syllabi and challenges with AP-1 physics 
 
Date:    Tue, 21 Mar 2017  
From:    Cameron Nickerson <cnickerson@OJUSD.ORG> 
Subject: Conceptual AP 1 and 2 syllabus 
     I know this has come up before, but I can't find the sample syllabi for AP physics on the 
AMTA or ASU site.  Can someone point me to the right place? I'm supposed to meet next week 
about starting AP physics at our high school. 
    Also, does someone teach conceptual and have any tips? 
    The idea presented is basically to go AP and conceptual with no middle ground.  Thoughts on 
this?  Enrollment is really low, and either everyone is focussing on either too much math or too 
little college credit for the course now offered. 
 ------------------------- 
Date:    Wed, 22 Mar 2017  
From:    Kris Troha 
Cameron, 
I recommend that you look at the AP Course Audit pages at their sample syllabi 
(www.collegeboard.com/html/apcourseaudit/courses/physics_1.html) 
 
These will give you a good starting point and offer a lot of suggestions for activities.  If you pay 
attention to scheduling/pacing, you can do a nice job using modeling instruction to get through 
all of the AP 1 material before the test.  When AP 1&2 were created, I thought I could just take 
my general physics class and turn it into AP 1 at my last school.  I found that about 1/3 of my 
general physics population was not able to keep up at the pace we needed to go.  I'm not sure 
what your student levels are, but be aware that even though College Board appears to remove a 
lot of the math requirements from the test, students still need appropriate math reasoning 
skills to be successful at the pace needed. 
 ---------------------------- 
Date:    Mon, 3 Apr 2017  
From:    Jane Jackson <jane.jackson@ASU.EDU> 
     Adding to Cameron Nickerson and Kris Troha's comments: 
     Today I posted Art Zadrozny's syllabus for AP physics-1, on the ASU modeling legacy 
website: modeling.asu.edu . Click on <resources for the modeling classroom>, and then scroll 
down to the section called <Advanced Placement Physics, Chemistry, Calculus > . 
Or go directly to this URL:  modeling.asu.edu/AP/AdvancedPlacement.html 
     Also posted there are syllabi for AP-C physics, AP-chemistry, and AP-calculus --  
contributed by expert modelers (including Gregg  Swackhamer, Rex Rice, Michael Crofton, 
Mark Reif, Kelli Gamez Warble,  Carmela Minaya Jones). 
     I would like to post AP-1 and AP-2 syllabi of modelers. Please  reply if you have one, and if 
you have had success with your course (i.e., most student scores of 4 and 5 on the AP test). 


